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Abstract: Purpose: discuss actual application value of the diffusion theory in massive electric vehicle charging load; 
Method: introduce single vehicle charging process, extend it to charging process of two and multiple electric vehicles, ab-
stract physical process of parallel charging of electric vehicles, introduce energy block concept and diffusion theory, and 
establish diffusion charging model of electric vehicles based on them. Results: computing results of the charging load of 
multiple electric vehicles indicates that the computing results of the diffusion load model of electric vehicles feature better 
continuity and lower load compared to the computing results of the Monte Carlo load model. The charging load curve of 
private vehicles shows double peaks on the business days. The charging load of vehicles reduces at the weekend and 
shows single-peak curve. Conclusions: the computing results validate effectivity of the diffusion theory in charging model 
of multiple electric vehicles, which is worthy of further research in industrialization process.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

An electric vehicle is a new traffic tool, which his pow-
ered by onboard green power, is driven by a motor, and 
complies with the requirements in road traffic safety, regula-
tions and legal regulations. An electric vehicle has a bright 
prospect due to its environment influence less than it of a 
traditional vehicle. Now electric vehicles are divided into 
pure electric vehicles (EV), hybrid electric vehicle (PHEV) 
and fuel battery electric vehicles (FCEV). The pure electric 
vehicle has low speed and its start speed depends on the 
power and performance of the driving motor. Its travel mile-
age depends on the capacity of the onboard power battery. 
The weight of an onboard powerbattery depends on selected 
power battery such as lead acid, zinc-carbon and lithium 
battery. Their volume, proportion, specific power, specific 
energy and cycling life are very different. The hybrid electric 
vehicles include serial hybrid electric vehicles (SHEV), par-
allel hybrid electrical vehicle (PHEV) and compound hybrid 
electrical vehicle (CHEV). The fuel battery vehicles indicate 
the vehicles powered by the fuel battery. The chemical reac-
tion process of the fuel battery will not generate harmful 
resultants, so the fuel battery vehicles are ideal in energy 
utilization and environmental protection [1]. The charging 
load computing of electrical vehicles is the premise to study 
influence of electrical vehicles on the power grid and auxilia-
ry application of electric vehicles as the energy storage units 
on the power market! Now extensively accepted modeling 
methods include the statistical modeling method based on 
Monte Carlo simulation and physical modeling method 
based on actual charging physical process of massive electric 
 
 

vehicles [2] in the research fields on charging load modeling 
of electric vehicles.  

However, related research work indicates that electric 
vehicle charging has significant influences on the safe opera-
tion of a distribution grid and main issues include load, loss, 
voltage three-phase unbalance, harmonic wave and stability. 
Disorderly charging of massive electric vehicles will in-
crease voltage peak and valley difference of the power sys-
tem grid and reduce power supply quality. To reduce or 
avoid these adverse effects, the charging behaviors of users 
should be controlled and guided [3,4]. In addition, some aus-
tere challenges are faced in control over electric vehicles 
under current conditions. If control of electric vehicles is not 
handled properly, it may lead to explosion of the dimension 
disaster. It is difficult to make electrical vehicles participate 
in real-time compensation applications of ACE adjustment 
power by using the traditional centralized control pattern 
[5,6]. To deepen discussion on charging load model of mas-
sive electric vehicles and optimize research on charging 
models of current electric vehicles, this paper proposes dif-
fusion load model of electrical vehicles based on diffusion 
theory in randomness from actual physical charging process 
of massive electrical vehicles. This model uses parameters 
affecting power grid quality such as charging power, vehicle 
quantity, vehicle charge battery capacity, battery initial 
charging energy, battery end charging energy and charging 
time in order to discuss actual application value of the diffu-
sion theory in charging load model of massive electric vehi-
cles.  

2. DIFFUSION LOAD MODEL OF ELECTRIC VEHI-
CLES 

Researchon charging time, initial SOC, battery capacity, 
charging interval and electric vehicle number is the perqui-
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sites to establish a reasonable charging model of electric 
vehicles. Establishment of charging load model of electrical 
vehicles aim to study influence disorderly charging of mas-
sive electric vehicles on power grid quality, which is also the 
foundation for making the optimal charging strategy of elec-
trical vehicles and making electrical vehicles participate in 
auxiliary service of the power market as the energy storage 
units [7]. To reasonably schedule and control charging be-
haviors of electric vehicles, this paper deeply studies charg-
ing process of two electric vehicles and then mines macro 
inherent physical process of charging behaviors of massive 
electric vehicles based on charging process of single electric 
vehicle.  

2.1 Research on Charging Process of Single Electric Ve-
hicle  

After electric vehicle accumulator is integrated into the 
power grid, the power grid will charge the accumulator. The 
power in the accumulator will increase. To describe increase 
rate of the battery power, the physical parameter “charging 
power” (P-Charge) is introduced. Compared to the speed 
definition in the physics, we define the charging power as 
the derivative of the power to time, namely:  

  
P _ Charge =

dC

dt  
(1) 

C is the battery power.  
From the equation 1, the charging time is:  
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For generality, if P_Charge is a constant, namely the 
electric vehicles are charged at constant power, the charging 

time is
  

C
max

-C
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P _ Charge
. The charging process is shown as the 

Fig. (1).  

From the above figure, the battery power C is the time 
function of the charging power P_Charge and the tangent 
slope of the battery power C at different time points is the 
charging power. If the charging process is divided into K 

equal portions, the time of each “portion”is 
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K
. The power 
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C
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and  P_Charge•!t = !C . 

The charging process of single electric vehicle can be ab-
stracted as a diffusion process of an assumed molecule from 
low energy section to high energy section. Assuming that the 
molecule diffuses to ith energy section, the current charging 
power of the accumulator is C*i Δ . wheni=K, charging ends 
and the electric vehicles are disconnected from the power 
grid. 
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Fig. (1). Charging process. 
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2.2 Research on Charging Process of Two Electric Vehi-
cles  

Charging process of single electric vehicle is a relatively 
simple physical process, but this process is the foundation to 
study macro physical process of parallel charging of massive 
electric vehicles. In addition, to model the charging load of 
electric vehicles, it is required to analyze association of ran-
dom parallel charging behaviors of two electric vehicles. To 
simplify charging process of electric vehicles, the charging 
power of each electric vehicle is set as a constant. For gener-
ality, assuming that the first electric vehicle is in charging 
and the second electric vehicle is in parallel charging, shown 
as the Fig. (2).  

The above figure indicates that the electric vehicle 1 is 
charged at the time 0 and charging ends at the time t2. The 
electric vehicle 2 is connected to the power grid at the time 
t1 and charging ends at the time t3. Only the electric vehicle 
1 is under charging status at the interval 0-t1. The power grid 
will start to charge two elective vehicles simultaneously at 
the interval t1-t2. The elective vehicle charging ends at the 
interval t2-t3. The power grid only charges the elective vehi-
cle 2. 

The general physical process of parallel charging of two 
elective vehicles is still described by using the assumed mol-
ecule diffusion in the energy block. At this time, two elective 
vehicles are equivalent to “one assumed molecule”. If the 
second elective vehicle is connected to the power grid at the 
time m, the whole charging power is shown as the following 
equation:  
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E is the unit matrix with the diagonal as 1. O is the (m-
1)*K zero matrix.  

When the general charging load of the power grid for two 
electric vehicles is computed in parallel charging, total elec-
tric vehicles should be computed in the energy blocks at this 
time and be multiplied with the charging power. The total 
charging power of electric vehicle at the time iis described as 
follows:  
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Fig. (2). Charging process of two electric vehicles. 
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P_C(i) = P _ Charge* Q( j,i)
j

!  (4) 

2.3. Establishment of Diffusion Load Model of Electric 
Vehicles  

To simplify the model, we assume that the battery ca-
pacity and charging power of electric vehicles are same. 
  µ(t)  is the wide-area control signal sent by the scheduling 
center to parallel electric vehicle and P-max is the maximum 
controllable charging power.  

To compare the parallel charging process of two electric 
vehicles in 1.2, the multi-electric vehicle charging model 
extends single electric vehicle charging model. New mole-
cules will continuously join in the energy blocks when mas-
sive assumed molecules diffuse forward. When all assumed 
molecules have joined into the energy block and diffuse to 
the final energy block, diffusion process will end. If the 
number of the electric vehicles connected to the power grid 
is a continuous function, the charging power of the power 
grid is described as follows:  
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wi is the number of the electric vehicles connected to the 
power grid at ith time and Oijis zero matrix.  

From wi definition, the total electric vehicles connected 
to the power grid at the time i is:  

  

Q(i) = Q(i !1)+ w(i) = w(i)
i

"  (6) 

Based on the above statement, to differentiate multiple 
electric vehicles, one-order partial differential linear diffu-
sion equation can be obtained:  
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 (7) 

The equation 7 is the diffusion load model of electric ve-
hicles.  

 
 

3. COMPUTING OF CHARGING LOAD OF MULTI-
PLE ELECTRIC VEHICLES 

The electric vehicles are divided by purpose into private 
vehicle, taxi, state-financed vehicle and bus in this paper. 
Based on report in the reference [8], battery features, charg-
ing time and frequency of different electric vehicles are dif-
ferent. Generally the taxi, state-financed vehicles and buses 
have inherent driving features and charging sites. The charg-
ing load demand is fixed. The driving mileage and charging 
behaviors of private vehicles are random and flexible. The 
charging sites and charging types of private vehicles are rela-
tively complicated, so this paper mainly studies private vehi-
cles and discusses its charging feature:  

3.1. Driving and Charging Features of Private Electric 
Vehicles 

Private electric vehicles are mainly used for on-duty, off-
duty and entertainment and corresponding charging sites 
include office parking lot, residential parking lot and super-
market parking lot. When the private vehicles stop at the 
unit’s parking lot and residential parking lot, they will be 
charged for a long period, so electric vehicles can be charged 
fully and this case is the type 1 charging behavior. The su-
permarket parking lot is restricted by the charging duration 
and this case is the type 2 charging behavior [9, 10]. The 
charging sites and charging type of electric private vehicles 
is shown as the Fig. (3). 

It is assumed that the private vehicle is charged once eve-
ry day. The start SOC meets normal distribution N(0.6,0.22). 
The ratio of the private vehicles charged prior to 00:00 hour 
to the private vehicles charged after 00:00 hour is 5:1 at the 
weekend. The ratio of the private vehicles charged at the 
resident parking slot, company parking and supermarket 
parking slot is 6:3:1. The on-duty arrival time of the private 
vehicles is centralized compared to the off-duty home time 
and on-duty and off-duty time of different companies are 
different. Assuming that the start charging time of the private 
vehicles at the company parking lot and resident parking 
obeys normal distribution N(10,0.52)and N(20,1.52). The 
start charging time of type I charging and type II charging 
obeys uniform distribution. The battery capacity parameters 
of all private vehicles refer to the parameters of BYD E6. 
The rated voltage of the used lithium battery is 320V and the 
rated capacity is 200A•h. The normal and fast charging pow-
er are 14KW and 90KW. The assumed charging features of 
the private vehicles in this model are shown as the Table 1.  

3.2. Monte Carlo Load Model  

The charging behaviors of electric vehicles are not cer-
tain. The charging power is a random variant, which value 
depends on the battery features, charging time and charging 
mode. The Monte Carlo load model is one frequent model in 
the traditional charging load computing models.  

The Monte Carlo (MC) method is also called as the sta-
tistical simulation method and random sampling technology,  
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which is based on the probability and statistics theory meth-
od and solves many computing problems by using a random 
number (or frequent pseudo random numbers). Generally the 
solved problems are associated with certain probability mod-
el. Electronic computers can realize statistics simulation or 
sampling to get the approximate solutions of the problem. 
When the reliability features of different companies are 
known, but the system reliability is too complicated, so it is 
difficult to establish a precise mathematical model for relia-
ble prediction or the model is too complicated and can not be 
applied. A random simulation method is used to approxi-
mately compute the predicted value of system reliability. 
With growth of simulation time, precision will gradually 
increase. The Monte Carlo simulation is used as charging 
load computing method of electric vehicles for the start SOC 
of the sampled company vehicle and start charging time. The 
flowchart is shown as the Fig. (4).  

 
 

3.2. Computing Results of Charging Load of Electric Ve-
hicle  

To discuss validity of diffusion theory in charging load 
model of massive electric vehicles, this paper studies the 
diffusion load model of electric vehicles by selecting differ-
ent electric vehicle scales and charging types and compares 
the result with them of Monte Carlo load model. The compu-
ting results are shown as the Fig. (5).  

The figure (a) is the charging load curve of a business 
day for 10000 electrical vehicles connected to the power 
grid. The figure (b) is the charging load curve of a business 
day for 20000 electrical vehicles connected to the power 
grid. The figure (c) is the charging load curve of weekend 
days for 10000 electrical vehicles connected to the power 
grid. The red solid line indicates the computing results of the 
diffusion load model of electric vehicles. “*” indicates the 
computing results of the Monte Carlo load model.  
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Fig. (3). Charging site and charging type of private vehicles. 

Table 1. Charging features of private electrical vehicles. 

Charging 
Type 

Daily Charging 
Time (n) 

Charging 
Interval 

Charging Duration Is 
Restricted Or Not 

Charging Probability 
Different Intervals 

Start SOC 
Distribution 

Start Time  
Distribution  

Business day  1 

7:30-17:30 No 0.3 N(0.6,0.22) N(10,0.52) 

19:00-7:00 No 0.6 N(0.6,0.22) N(20,1.52) 

19:00-22:00 80min 0.1 N(0.6,0.22) Uniform distribution 

Weekend  0.8 

20:00-5:00 No 0.5 N(0.6,0.22) Uniform distribution 

0:00-7:00 No 0.1 N(0.6,0.22) Uniform distribution 

12:00-22:00 80min 0.2 N(0.6,0.22) Uniform distribution 
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Fig. (4). Monte Carlo computing flowchart. 

 

 
Fig. (5). Charging load curve of private vehicles. 
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The above figure indicates that the charging load has dif-
ferent features due to different use habits of the private vehi-
cle owners on the weekend and business days. The compu-
ting results of the diffusion load model of electric vehicles 
are same as them of the Monte Carlo load model and the 
load is smaller than it of the Monte Carlo load model. In the 
figure (a) and (b), the charging load curve will have double 
peaks, namely the private vehicle owners may charge vehi-
cles at the companies and the charging occurs at the compa-
ny parking lot and resident parking lot. For the figure (c) and 
(d), the private vehicle owners do not work at the weekends, 
so the vehicles will reduce, the start SOC of the private vehi-
cle is high, and the charging time reduces. At this time, the 
charging mainly occurs at night at the resident parking lot. 
Notice that a small number of private vehicles are in charg-
ing at the interval 12-20 due to supermarket charging. In 
addition, when the vehicles connected to the power grid in-
crease, the charging power will grow. 

CONCLUSION 

This paper starts with charging process of single vehicle 
and then extends to charging of two vehicles and multiple 
vehicles. This paper abstracts the physical charging process 
of electrical vehicles in the power grid, introduces diffusion 
theory, and establishes the electric vehicle diffusion load 
model based on it. This model is different from the tradition-
al charging load model. The traditional model computes the 
load based on discrete load accumulation or statistical simu-
lation accumulation. The model proposed in this paper main-
ly uses the continuous differential method. The computing 
results of charging load of multiple electric vehicles indicate 
that the computing results of diffusion model of electric ve-
hicles features better continuity and lower load compared to 
the Monte Carlo model. The charging curve of the private 
vehicle has double peaks at the weekend. The charging load 
will reduce at the weekend and display as single-peak curve. 
When the electric vehicles connected to the power grid in-
creases, the charging power will grow.  

Electric vehicles are quickly developing and the involved 
aspects are extensive. A large number of electric vehicles are 
connected to the power grid irregularly, so it brings an aus-
tere challenge to the power supply quality. This paper ap-
plies the diffusion theory in charging load model of multiple 
electrical vehicles. Now this work is on research phase and 

many weaknesses should be further improved. The fact 
proves that the multiple electric vehicle charging model 
based on the diffusion theory features better computing con-
tinuity and lower load. It is expected that the research can 
explore application of the diffusion theory in electric vehicle 
charging.  
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